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BACKGROUND

McNair Sand & Gravel Ltd. (McNair), in partnership with Buckley Ranch Aggregate Development
Inc. (BRADI - titled owner of the parcel under consideration), is seeking to re-designate a
portion of SE 1-27-4 W5M from Ranch and Farm District to Natural Resource Industrial District
(NRI) for the purpose of sand and gravel extraction (BRADI Pit).
Information included in this application package includes:


Drawings and Plans:
o Site Development Plan:


Existing Topography & Drainage Drawing



Site & Landscaping & Phases Overview Drawing




general overview of site activities

Berm and Phasing Drawings


5 plans detail the sequence of berm construction and phasing with
final reclamation



Final Grading Drawing



Cross Sections Drawing


Serves as a conceptual plan for Phases 2 thru 4

o Operations Plan


Includes a description of the proposed operations and estimates of the gravel
deposit.



Mitigation Measures



Groundwater Assessment



Traffic Assessment
o WATT Consulting Intersection Confirmation, Cumulative Traffic
o Alberta Transportation Intersection Letter
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o Traffic Impact Assessment


Biophysical Impact Assessment



Noise Impact Assessment



Dust, Noise, Aesthetics and Erosion



Growth in the Area



Benefits to Rocky View County



Cumulative Effects Assessment



Regulatory Response and Requirements



Community Engagement

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW
The proposed project is to mine, process and deliver aggregate to market. The BRADI Pit is
estimated to contain 6.7 million tonnes of aggregate which would be delivered to market over
33 years. At the end of the project lifetime the mined land will be reclaimed and used for ranch
and farm activities.
McNair recognizes the sensitivity to gravel extraction operations in this area and realises its
operations can impact nearby residents, businesses and the travelling public. Due to this,
considerable consultation, study and planning has been undertaken to minimize impacts and to
ensure systems are in place to continue to minimize impacts throughout the life of the project.
These systems include a phased approach to extraction with no more than 18% of the quarter
section open at any one time, as well as noise, air and groundwater monitoring systems from
which data will be summarized in annual reporting.
The goal for the project is create and maintain a modern gravel pit operation. The key to that
goal is to minimize impacts, while providing access to sand and gravel, that will be used
extensively in the creation, improvement and maintenance of our communities and
transportation system.
The Master Site Development Plan (MSDP), the Development Permit, Code of Practice for Pits,
Water Act, Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act and Roadside Development Permit
from Alberta Transportation will help guide the proposed development and will ensure a high
standard of operation is maintained throughout its life.
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DRAWINGS AND PLANS

2.1 SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (PHASED EXTRACTION)
A Site Development Plan set of drawings has been developed and comprises the Drawing
Package contained in Appendix A. Details on the phasing of the extraction and construction of
berms can be found on the Phase and Berm Plans (5 drawings).
Re-designation to NRI is being sought for approximately 100 acres as indicated on the drawing.
The balance of the ¼ section, approximately 67 acres, is to remain as Ranch and Farm District.
The untouched Ranch and Farm District area is ideally suited to act as a buffer between the
proposed development and the residence located near to the intersection of Highway 567 and
Range Road 40. This area, along with berms and vegetative cover (trees, shrubs and local grass)
will also act as a buffer between the proposed development and nearby residences, local traffic
on Range Road 40 and highway traffic on highway 567.
The extraction area has been divided into four phases of similar size. Phases will be developed
sequentially with only one phase being worked on, or open, at a time. As the next phase is
opening, the previous phase will be reclaimed, ultimately following the Final Grading Plan.
There will be some overlap between phases when opening the next phase to allow for
equipment to work.
At any one time, no more than 12% to 18% of the quarter section (30 acres maximum) will be
open for gravel extraction activity.
The detailed plans and cross sections developed for Phase 1 will serve as conceptual plans for
the remaining phases. That is, Phases 2 through 4 will be developed and reclaimed in a similar
manner and as per the Final Grading Plan drawing. Detailed plans will be developed for the
remaining phases as they near opening.
Throughout this application, there will be a series of Policies that are being committed
to by McNair and BRADI. These policies are identified as shown below.
Policy 2.1: 67 acres of the parcel will remain undeveloped to serve as a buffer area for
pit activities and to provide a base for continuing Ranch and Farm activities.
Policy 2.2: No more than 12% to 18% of the quarter section will be open at any one time
for gravel extraction activities. The remainder will be in continuing use in Ranch and
Farm activities.
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2.1.1 FINAL GRADING
When extraction is completed for all the phases, the disturbed land will be reclaimed as per the
Final Grading Plan drawing. Important details are noted below:


Slopes for cuts and fills greater than 2 metres will be a minimum of 10 horizontal to 1
vertical (10:1). This grade allows for easy traversal of slopes by equipment and animals and
minimizes potential for erosion prior to re-establishment of vegetation.



Disturbed areas will be shaped as per the Final Grading Plan. Reclaiming as indicated
reflects local conditions, allows wildlife to utilise the area, allows future farm and ranching
activities and does not introduce steep slopes which would be a concern for erosion,
wildlife, people and ranch activity.



Existing drainage paths will be maintained throughout the life of the project and as a part of
the Final Grading Plan.
Policy 2.3: Final Grading will be as per the Final Grading Plan drawing. Existing drainage
will be maintained.

2.2 EXISTING TOPOGRAPHICAL AND DRAINAGE DRAWING
An Existing Topographical and Drainage drawing has been developed and is included in the
Drawing Package.
It was noted that there was a very thin layer of topsoil and vegetative root mass observed
during field reconnaissance. It is estimated to have an average thickness of 20 cm. As indicated
on the drawings, this layer of stripping will be stockpiled separately from overburden and will
be replaced during reclamation activities throughout the life of the development. Stripping
stockpiles will be placed away from drainage courses and will be seeded to prevent erosion.
Extraction will begin in the northeast corner of the parcel, working southwards and westwards.
Fill will be used to create the berms as indicated to help mitigate noise, dust and aesthetics.
Diversion channels will be used where necessary around the berms so that natural surface
drainage will be maintained. As the extraction moves south and west, fill will be placed in the
extracted areas as part of the Final Grading Plan and berms will be constructed as outlined in
the Phase and Berm Plans. Surface drainage will be directed into the naturally existing drainage
channels or into areas that have been depleted of gravel for storage and later disposal onto the
existing land surface.
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Two layers of silt fencing will be installed and maintained around the top soil stockpile(s) to
ensure this resource is maintained during precipitation events. After major precipitation events
the silt fencing will be inspected and fixed or replaced as necessary.
It is noted here, and discussed in more depth below, that McNair will be extracting dry gravel
only. That is, there is no plan to extract gravel below groundwater elevations.
Policy 2.4: McNair should follow the recommendations of the Groundwater Assessment.
At a minimum, the BRADI Pit will adhere to the Joint Operating Standards as outlined in
Section 12.2.
2.3 PHASE 1 SITE PLAN AND LANDSCAPING
A Phase 1 Site Plan and Landscaping drawing has been developed and is included in the
Drawing Package. One should also refer to the cross sections included in the Drawing Package.
Important details are noted below:


Berms will be built as shown in the Phase and Berm Plans to mitigate dust, noise and
aesthetic concerns. Berms will be:
o A minimum of 3 metres in height from original ground.
o Vegetated for erosion control and aesthetics. They will not look like piles of waste
rock.
o Placed to obstruct view into any active Phase of the pit for persons utilizing Range
Road 40 and Highway 567.



Trees and shrubbery will be planted as indicated. This will continue for all Phases of the
extraction. As the phased extraction starts in the NE portion of the quarter section and
moves SW throughout the life of the pit, the trees nearest to Highway 567 will be at least 20
years old when the 4th and final phase of extraction begins. This, along with the planned
berms around Phase 4, will greatly decrease the visual impact of the gravel pit when it is
closest to Highway 567.



More than 40% of the quarter section will remain undisturbed for the duration of the
aggregate extraction activity. This SE portion of the quarter section acts as a buffer between
pit activities, nearby residences and the travelling public.



Existing drainage will be maintained
Policy 2.5: Site plan and landscaping will be as outlined in Section 2.3 of the MSDP
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2.4 CROSS SECTIONS
Cross sectional drawings showing existing and reclaimed conditions are included in the Drawing
Package. Important details can be found in section 2.1.1 (above).
2.5 OPERATIONS PLAN
2.5.1 GRAVEL DEPOSIT DESCRIPTION
The parameters of the deposit in the subject lands were estimated through the use of test pits.
In summary:


Average depth of topsoil = 0.2 m



Average depth of overburden = 0.5 m



Average depth of deposit = 9 m



Area to be mined for gravel (total of 4 phases) = 74 acres



Estimate size of deposit = 6.7 million tonnes



Mined and delivered to market = 200,000 tonnes to 300,000 tonnes per year



Estimated Life of BRADI Pit = 22 years to 33 years

McNair estimates the demand from the BRADI Pit at 200,000 tonnes to 300,000 tonnes per
year. For analysis, the more conservative number was used. For example, considering traffic,
300,000 tonnes per year is used as that is a more conservative (or higher) estimate of traffic on
the provincial highway system. For the life of the pit, 200,000 tonnes per year is used (33 years)
as that is the more conservative number. Actual use is expected to fall between the ranges
presented.
2.5.2 PROPOSED OPERATION – OVERVIEW
The proposal is to develop a gravel mining operation at SE 1-27-4 W5M in Rocky View County.
The area sought for NRI designation, approximately 60% of the quarter section area, is shown
on the drawings. The proposed development will utilize an internal haul road to bring
processed gravel directly to Highway 567 at the existing site access. Trucks will generally be
single unit gravel trucks with a trailer and will haul an average payload of 33 tonnes.
The facility will operate Monday through Friday, from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturdays from 7
a.m. to 5 p.m. There will be no pit activity on Sundays or Statutory Holidays.
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The majority of the gravel haul for a year’s production will occur between April and November
(80%) and typically peaks in July or August. The gravel pit may remain in operation throughout
the winter, but with significantly decreased hauling movements.
The mining operation is expected to commence in 2018 and continue until 2051.
2.5.3 PROPOSED OPERATION – OPENING PHASE
Property boundaries have been marked with a fence line. Project limits, including setbacks and
landscaping items such as berms and trees will be staked using GPS survey.
Topsoil and vegetative mass will be stripped and stockpiled as indicated on the drawings.
Overburden and waste gravel will be used to construct the berms as indicated. Trees and
shrubs may be planted on the outside of the berms to further increase the aesthetic
appearance of the pit to residents and travellers in the area. Trees will be planted as per the
Phase and Berm Plans, paying significant attention to the NE and SW portions of the property.
Planting trees at the beginning of the project in the NE and SW portions of the property allows
them time to mature during the length of development which has many benefits including
reducing the visual impacts to nearby neighbours and travellers on the local road and highway
network.
Any remaining fill will be stockpiled and protected against erosion.
The scale house will be installed in the identified location at the south end of the development
within the Phase 4 area, as indicated on the Phase and Berm Plans.
Equipment used for removing and replacing topsoil and overburden will consist of bulldozers,
front end loaders and graders.
2.5.4 PROPOSED OPERATION – OPERATIONAL PHASE
The pit will be mined from the NE corner heading south and west as gravel resources are
depleted. A crusher will be utilized in a mined area with the exaction location determined
during operations. Stockpiles of crushed aggregate will be placed in a mined area which is best
determined during operations.
Some reclamation activities will occur within the depleted area such as the creation of on-site
water storage areas, sloping and slope texturing. The majority of reclamation will occur at the
end of each phase’s service life as per the Final Grading Plan.
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The five phases of the Phase and Berm Plan further detail the sequence of extraction and berm
construction. The phased approach to extraction minimizes the impact of the BRADI Pit as no
more than 12% to 18% of the quarter section will be open at any one time. That is, a minimum
of 82% of the quarter will remain untouched or have been reclaimed at all times throughout
the life of the operation.
Extraction typically occurs early in the season (April) and continues until the anticipated
tonnage of gravel for the season has been stockpiled. Extraction and crushing operation will
typically conclude after one or two months (May – June). Activities after that time each year are
expected to be limited to stockpile maintenance and loading of trucks.
Operation of the proposed development (i.e. moving gravel to market) will occur throughout
the season and is dependent upon contracts received within the service area of the
development.
Neither the washing of aggregate, nor a permanent asphalt plant, are being considered.
Equipment used for the extraction, processing and movement of gravel will consist of front end
loaders, bulldozers, graders, crushing plant, scale house and haul trucks.
2.5.5 PROPOSED OPERATION – RECLAMATION PHASE
The pit will be reclaimed as indicated in above sections. That is, as the next phases commences,
the existing operational phase will go into reclamation phase (grade as per plans, cover with
topsoil and seed). It is noted that a Reclamation Certificate from Alberta Environment is
required for all reclaimed areas.
During the time of final reclamation (Phase 4 extraction completed), remaining equipment will
be moved off-site, internal haul road and gate access will be removed, final grades will be
established, salvaged topsoil and root mass will be placed upon exposed surfaces and reseeded
with an approved seed mixture and technique determined by Rocky View County or in
consultation with the local agrologist thus allowing the parcel’s land use to change from
development back to Ranch and Farm district.
Equipment used for removing and replacing topsoil and overburden will consist of bulldozers,
front end loaders and graders.
Policy 2.6: A Reclamation Certificate will be obtained from Alberta Environment for
reclaimed areas that will no longer be mined.
Policy 2.7: Reclamation shall occur behind extraction as per the Phase and Berm Plans. No
more than 30 acres will be open at any time.
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Policy 2.8: A Reclamation Plan will be submitted when appropriate for the Regulations.
2.5.6 PROPOSED OPERATION – INACTIVE PIT PLAN
Should the pit remain inactive for a period of at least two years, the site will:


Remain safe by keeping all slopes to at least 3:1 (h:v) and ensuring equipment and
structures are moved off-site. McNair will intermittently check on the site throughout
period of inactivity.



McNair will perform site visits to ensure vegetation used as erosion control is still
performing and will perform a weed check and control if necessary.

McNair will monitor the Inactive Pit Plan by performing bi-monthly site visits and again after
extreme weather events. The registered owners also live in the area and they will be able to
perform regular site visits throughout the life of the development.
2.5.7 PROPOSED OPERATION – DEPTH OF MINING FLOOR AND SETBACKS
The average depth to the recommended floor of the dry gravel deposit is 10.0 meters. Using a
guideline for setback of 1.5 times the depth plus a 3 meter buffer gives a minimum setback of
18.0 meters from property boundaries.
For Phase 1 activities, McNair proposes using a 370 meter setback from the property line along
Highway 567. Other setbacks such as highway setback, front, rear and side yard setbacks shall
be as per the requirements of the Authority.
Policy 2.9: An Annual Operations Report shall be submitted to Rocky View County. Details
will be finalised with the County but should include items such as: volumes of stockpiles,
tonnage moved off site, site incidents, noise, air and groundwater monitoring results,
updates to plans and summary of comments/issues/complaints received and the
response to those communications.
2.5.8 PROPOSED OPERATION – HAUL ROUTE
The focus of the BRADI Pit is for delivery to market in the Airdrie, Balzac and Beiseker areas.
75% of gravel pit traffic is expected to travel east on Highway 567 to market with the remaining
25% travelling west.
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MITIGATION MEASURES

3.1 TRAFFIC IMPACTS AND SAFETY
A Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) was completed in October of 2013. The TIA recommends
upgrading the intersection of Highway 567 and the existing site access to a Type III treatment.
Upgrading to a Type III means there is the ability for traffic on Highway 567 to bypass left
turning trucks and to pass trucks leaving the site which are not yet at highway speeds. This
mitigates the majority of concerns for traffic conflict.
McNair has re-evaluated market conditions from the initial draft MSDP and is increasing the
yearly tonnage expected to be delivered to market to the range of 200,000 tonnes to 300,000
tonnes. Considering this change and the potential for a shared intersection with Lafarge
(Hughes gravel pit application on the south side of Highway 567 directly south of this project),
we are now recommending that we build a Type IV intersection at the existing site access.
A Type IV intersection is one of the largest forms of at-grade intersection types, has bypass
lanes for through traffic to get around left turning and right turn gravel pit vehicles and has
return tapers which allows for gravel pit traffic to increase speed to aid in merging manoeuvres.
There is sufficient sight distance in either direction for vehicles utilising the proposed
intersection to make safe turning movements onto Highway 567.
In regards to school buses that utilise Highway 567 for travel, pickup and drop-offs, it is typical
practice for contractors utilizing pits in the area, such as McNair, to notify the appropriate
School Boards of their scope of work and schedule of activity each year. It is noted that typical
peak hauling activity occurs outside of the typical school year, during July and August.
3.1.1 OTHER ROAD SAFETY ISSUES
It is noted that Highway 567 in the area of the proposed development currently has high traffic
volumes and is an emerging industrial corridor. Additional to the recommended Type IV
intersection treatment, truck turning signs should also be installed on approach to the site from
either direction.
The proposed development will operate during daylight hours. Therefore, no illumination is
recommended. As well, gravel pit operations take place primarily from April – October.
It is recognized that the coulee (approximately 11 km east of the proposed site access) along
Highway 567 to the east likely meets the warrant for climbing lanes. McNair proposes to aid in
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lobby efforts to Alberta Transportation to study this area and add climbing lanes if warranted
for vehicles travelling both westbound and eastbound.
It is noted here that existing traffic levels and the enforcement of traffic laws (speeding and
crossing double solid yellow barrier lines) is beyond the scope of the proposed development.
Enforcement of traffic laws and the capacity of the transportation system should be dealt with
directly by the appropriate Authority.
Policy 3.1: McNair will work with Alberta Transportation and Rocky View County to
upgrade the existing site access intersection to a Type IV intersection treatment and to
install Truck Turning Signs along Highway 567.
Policy 3.2: Subject to approval by Alberta Transportation, McNair will undertake, or
contribute to, appropriate upgrades to the intersection of Highway 1A/Highway 766 and
shall support Alberta Transportation and Rocky View County in determining the
appropriate timing for the upgrade of the intersection of Highway 567/Highway 22.
McNair is also committed to supporting the implementation of any necessary highway
safety improvements along its identified haul routes as may be identified by the County
and Alberta Transportation in any future development permit applications.
3.1.2 BENEFITS OF UTILIZING EXISTING SITE ACCESS TO HIGHWAY 567
The development is proposing to utilise the existing site access, constructed by TriOil Resources
Ltd. for their Oil Lease. This shared access would serve the development and the oil lease.
Advantages of a shared access, is that it:


Allows for the reconstruction of the existing Type I intersection to a Type IV intersection.
This gives traffic on Highway 567 the ability to bypass slow moving and left or right turning
trucks. This leads to overall safer operation of trucks merging and exiting traffic flow on
Highway 567.



Creates a single common point of entry for traffic generated from multiple developments
onto Highway 567.



Ensures that local resident access to Range Road 40 would remain as it is today.



Ensures that there is no generation of gravel pit truck traffic travelling on Range Road 40.



Ensures that there is no impact to the residence located near the intersection of Highway
567 and Range Road 40 because there will be no construction of an upgraded intersection
at that location.
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Further separates gravel pit and other activity from local residences and existing businesses.

3.2 ROCKS ON ROADWAY
Loads are typically covered with a tarp to help mitigate aggregate falling off of haul. Vehicles
are also inspected and mechanically cleaned of dirt and rocks daily.
3.3 GROUNDWATER
It is important to note that wet extraction of gravel, that is extracting gravel located within the
water table, occurs frequently throughout Alberta and is governed by Alberta Environment’s
Code of Practice for Pits and the Water Act.
To be good neighbours and mitigate concerns from nearby residents, McNair is proposing dry
gravel extraction. That is, McNair will remain above the highest measured water level
throughout the gravel extraction operation. This is a voluntary choice and is not required by
Alberta Regulations.
At a minimum and as detailed in Section 12.2 Joint Operating Standards, the lowest point of the
pit floor will be held at approximately 1278 m Above Sea Level (ASL) or higher. This gives a
minimum 1 metre buffer between the highest known elevation of groundwater (measured
during spring runoff and after a major precipitation event), and the proposed pit floor.
A height of one metre above the water table was chosen to be consistent with other operators
in the area as detailed in the Joint Operating Standards. It is also consistent with the
reclamation requirements from Alberta Environment for Agricultural lands. Section 4.13.1 of
Alberta Environment’s A Guide to the Code of Practice for Pits states: “Reclaimed land surfaces
must be at least 1.0 metre above the seasonally high water table”. Staying a minimum of 1.0
metre above the water table for extraction ensures this reclamation requirement is met.
Should it be required, additional Groundwater Assessments may occur to ensure pit activities
remain at a depth that will not impact the groundwater supply for adjacent and nearby
residents. The recommendations of any Groundwater Assessments should be followed along
with the requirements of Alberta Environment and the Water Act.
McNair will continue to monitor the groundwater piezometers to analyse fluctuations in
groundwater levels. Additional piezometers will be installed as necessary to accurately map
groundwater elevations in the disturbed areas as phased extraction continues. Should results of
the groundwater monitoring program indicate groundwater elevations higher than originally
observed, the floor of the pit will be adjusted accordingly.
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As McNair will not be washing aggregate on site, it is anticipated that operations will not utilize
groundwater located in the existing aquifer.
As McNair will not operate within the water table, no Water Act approval is required.
Policy 3.3: McNair will continue to monitor, and install as necessary, groundwater
piezometers (groundwater wells) to map groundwater elevations.
3.3.1 REFUELLING AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAL STORAGE
Handling of hazardous materials will be done by trained personnel with dangerous goods
certificates.
Storage will be in specialized storage trailers for any hazardous materials and will be placed
within the Staging Area (see Phase 1 Site Plan & Landscaping drawing) and not within the pit
area. The area for storage will be stripped of topsoil and surfaced with gravel and appropriate
liners to prevent accidental ground contamination. Proper recycling and disposal methods will
be strictly adhered to.
MSDS sheet for all hazardous materials on site will be located in the job trailer or other onsite
trailer.
Fuel (approximately 30,000 liters) will be stored in a double walled environmentally friendly
tank with splash pad for refueling of equipment. Refueling and maintenance will not occur
within the active pit area. Equipment needing significant maintenance will be hauled off site to
McNair’s main office near Beiseker, Alberta, for servicing.
Most hazardous materials on the site will be in small quantities, for daily use.
Policy 3.4: McNair will follow all regulations regarding refuelling and hazardous material
storage as laid out by local, provincial and federal authorities.
3.4 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT AND PIT WATER
Storm water will be dealt with as follows:


Locate berms on existing high ground to maintain existing drainage patterns.



Park vehicles outside of the active pit area during precipitation events.



Direct surface water into the natural drainage area that bisects the property from the NE to
the SW corner.
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Pit water that has been caught in the active pit will be stored on site in settling ponds if
required. When water levels reach a maximum of one meter below the top of the settling
pond, the original undisturbed grade, water will be discharged in the natural drainage areas
discussed above. It is noted that historically the land owner’s have not noted any standing
water from precipitation events within the re-designation area.

Water that meets the requirement of Table 1 (below) will be discharged via a pump into the
natural drainage areas discussed. To ensure no adverse effects of the discharge on the receiving
environment, monitoring will occur as outlined in Table 1.
If an adverse effect is discovered, or discharge cannot occur, McNair will cease pit activities and
redirect pit water to low points within the excavation until a suitable solution can be found.
During times of discharge, McNair will follow the Code of Practice for Pits. Samples of pit water
that is being discharged will be collected and analysed for pH and total suspended solids (TSS).
Presence of hydrocarbons will also be assessed. McNair will record and retain copies of the
analyses of the samples.
Table 1 Release Limits and Monitoring Requirements for Pit Water
Parameter
Release Limit
Sample Type
Monitoring
Frequency
Total Suspended 100 mg/L
Grab sample
Weekly during
Solids
release
pH
6.0 to 9.5
Grab sample
Weekly during
release
Hydrocarbons
No visible sheen Visual
Daily during
observation
release

Monitoring
Location
Discharge point
Discharge point
Discharge point

The analysis methods will meet the requirements in the Methods Manual for Chemical Analysis
of Water and Wastes (Alberta Environment 1996) and the Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater, 20th Edition (American Water Works Association,
1998).
McNair will sample and analyse pit water prior to discharge (e.g. in sediment ponds) to reduce
the potential of discharging water that exceeds the limits specified in the Code of Practice for
Pits.
Policy 3.5: McNair shall complete a Stormwater Management Plan as part of the
Development Permit.
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Policy 3.6: Recommendations of the Stormwater Management Plan shall be implemented
through the development permitting process and continuing through the life of pit
operations.

3.5 DUST, NOISE, AESTHETICS AND EROSION
Berms will be constructed as indicated on the drawings. Berms provide mitigation against dust
and noise from pit activities. In conjunction with the use of trees and shrubbery, they provide a
barrier between the pit and residents in the area, leading to mitigation of dust and noise, as
well as increasing aesthetics. The intent is that pit activity is hidden from casual view.
Additionally, the pit will typically operate from Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
and Saturday from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. There will be no activity on Sundays or Statutory
Holidays. This will help to minimize noise during nearby resident’s time for quiet enjoyment of
their property.
Additionally, the proposed phased approach to extraction ensures that the footprint of the
active pit is never greater than 18% of the quarter section. This approach also helps to minimize
dust and visual impact.
Crushing aggregate into appropriate sizes for stockpiling is the primary generator of noise
during expected operations. Mitigation measures include:


Use of crushers that contain noise reduction measures such as rubber liners as well as dust
suppression features such as canvas covers on conveyors, water sprinkling systems and
water pumps.



Limiting crushing operations to the hours proposed above.



Limiting crushing operations to the beginning of the construction season for the known
projects acquired within the development’s service area.



Locating the crusher on the pit floor, behind the berms. This gives a noise attenuation
barrier of up to 13 metres high, measured from the pit floor.



Crushing activities will be undertaken no less than 600 metres from the nearest resident.

Another loud generator of noise is the backup alarm on construction equipment. This safety
feature cannot, and will not, be disabled. However, the proposed pit operation hours preclude
the operator from working at night and during Sundays and Statutory holidays when such
alarms could be disruptive.
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Policy 3.7: McNair will follow the mitigation measures proposed in Section 3.5 of the
MSDP, and industry best practices, in order to mitigate noise impacts upon adjacent
lands.
A Noise Impact Assessment was performed by ACI Acoustical Consultants Inc. in 2014 with a
final report released December 11, 2014. The Noise Impact Assessment uses best of practice
engineering and modelling methods to determine potential noise related impacts. Due to the
distances involved to nearest neighbours and the scope of the proposed development, it is
noted that, without any additional infrastructure such as berms, noise levels are expected to be
within Alberta standards and no mitigation is required. Further details can be found in Section 7
of the MSDP.
Noting the above, McNair continues to propose the use of berms and vegetation to further
reduce noise levels from the proposed operation and to reduce visual impact for neighbouring
residents.
Policy 3.8: McNair will stockpile all topsoil, root mass and overburden. Stockpiles will be
vegetated to minimize erosion from wind and water throughout the life of the project.
Stockpiles will be located on high ground or will have diversion channels built around
them to help protect them from surface water erosion.
To limit the movement of dust from the pit, McNair will perform the following activities:


Consider wind direction in placement of stockpiles



Shape stockpiles (cigar shaped), facing the prevailing wind



Deplete stockpiles from the downwind side



Internal haul road will be watered and/or have a dust suppression agent such as calcium
chloride applied during times of activity. The rates of application will be determined on a
project by project basis. Experience demonstrates dust suppression is most effective if it
occurs regularly throughout the course of a haul day; typically applied when the project
supervisor believes it is required, when residents indicate current levels of suppression are
inadequate or when triggers are met when an air quality monitoring program is in place.



During times of high winds and dry conditions, pit and hauling activity may be stopped until
wind and dust levels abate.
Policy 3.9: Dust abatement mitigation measures will be as outlined in Section 3.5 of the
MSDP and industry best practices.
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Policy 3.10: An Air Quality Assessment will be performed in the Development Permit
Stage. Recommendations from the study will be followed. The Air Quality Assessment
should include all approved gravel pits in the immediate area.
3.6 PIT BEST PRACTICES
McNair commits to adhering to modern pit management methods which emphasize visual and
environmental mitigations throughout the life of the pit. The final end use will involve removal
of the pit’s berms and contouring the disturbed area as per the Final Grading Plan. The land will
again be made suitable for Ranch and Farm activities, consistent with its current zoning. All
disturbed land will be overlain with topsoil and reseeded. In conjunction with the Code of
Practice for Pits, this represents McNair’s commitment to Best Management Practices. The
intent of modern pit management is that final land use is compatible with today’s land use.
3.7 END USE OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
As discussed previously, reclamation will allow for the reversion to Ranch and Farm district, as
proposed, benefitting the landowner, neighbors and local wildlife.
3.8 IMPACTS TO EXISTING LAND USE
Measures will be taken to mitigate the impacts of McNair activities including:


Berms, trees and shrubbery will be used to mitigate dust, noise and to increase aesthetics.
The intent is to keep the active pit hidden from casual observation.



Phased approach to extraction. At any one time, more than 80% of the quarter section will
be undisturbed or reclaimed to its previous state.

It is noted that the existing buffers between the proposed pit and other land use include:


Common ownership between the proposed pit and the quarter sections immediately to the
north, northwest and west of the proposed pit. These are currently designated Ranch and
Farm district and are primarily used for cattle pasture.



Hillstone Aggregates Gravel Pit quarter section to the south and southwest.



Hughes/LaFarge quarter section to the south and southeast.



More than 80% of the proposed pit quarter section will remain undeveloped, or have been
reclaimed, at any time and will serve as a buffer to the east.

The extent of the existing and proposed buffers means the disturbed area of the proposed pit is
never less than 600 metres from the nearest resident. In fact, there are only three residents
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located within one kilometre of the proposed pit. Any nuisance or inconvenience falls steadily
as distance from pit operations increases.
It should be noted that persons travelling on Highway 567 currently pass by existing industrial
developments, including an existing gravel pit and numerous oil well sites. As will be discussed
in Section 7, there has been a high level of industrial growth along the Highway 567 corridor in
recent years, unrelated to the proposed development.
The mitigation measures in the Application Package have been developed so that McNair can
be good neighbours, who do not impact the quality of life and business for adjacent residents.
3.9 TOPSOIL AND VEGETATION
Very few trees are on the proposed development and no animals were observed during field
reconnaissance. The parcel will be only partially developed leaving corridors for wildlife travel.
As well, the Buckley family properties to the west and north of the proposed development will
remain undisturbed allowing existing wildlife passages to be maintained.
Almost no topsoil was observed during field reconnaissance, the digging of test pits and the
installation of groundwater monitoring wells. The vegetative mat observed was in the order of
0.2 m thick. This material will be salvaged and reused during reclamation activities.
Revegetation will occur during reclamation. At that time, the salvaged root mass and any
topsoil will be distributed onto the reclaimed area. An appropriate seed mix will be determined
in consultation with Rocky View County or District Agrologist.
Policy 3.11: Topsoil and root mass will be salvaged, stockpiled, and redistributed during
reclamation. An appropriate seed mix for reclamation will be determined with the District
Agrologist.
3.10 BIOPHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND WILDLIFE
A Biophysical Impact Assessment (BIA) was performed by Ghostpine Environmental Services
Ltd. in the summer of 2014 with a final report completed in January 2015. The BIA document
can be found in Appendix D and is further discussed in Section 6 of the MSDP.
Key findings from the BIA are:
1. The potential biophysical impacts were low to medium with the majority of medium
impacts being downgraded to low after initial construction activity for each phase.
2. Residual Effects considered not significant due to low magnitude.
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3. Contribution to Cumulative Residual Effects considered not significant.
It is noted there is an existing pit in the immediate area which is considerably larger in
operational scale than the proposed development. Discussions and research indicate gravel
extraction has occurred in this area since the 1960s.
The current use of the subject quarter section is for cattle pasture. It should be noted that the
balance of Section 1, namely the SW quarter, NW quarter and the NE quarter, have common
Buckley ownership to the Buckley Ranch Aggregate Development Inc. lands, on which the
primary use is also for cattle pasture. It is fair to say that a cattle ranching operation is the most
complimentary activity for natural wildlife habitation.
Policy 3.12: McNair will implement the Mitigation Strategies outlined in Table F-2 of the
BIA for the proposed development.
3.11 RESPONDING TO CONCERNS
McNair proposes to setup a dedicated telephone line, with voicemail, to record and respond to
concerns from stakeholders and residents. It is recommended that a sign with the phone
number be placed at the entrance to the pit and the phone number be distributed to adjacent
residences. Additionally, an email address, mcnair.bradi@yahoo.com, has been established for
this type of communication and feedback.
Local residents will also have access to Miles McNair, the owner and operator McNair Sand &
Gravel Ltd., through his mobile phone.
Residential complaints and the response taken will be recorded and distributed to interested
stakeholders. Frequency of reporting is to be determined.
Policy 3.13: Contact information for the proposed development (such as the Operation
Manager) will be available to the public. Concerns and actions will be recorded and
reported on a regular basis.
In addition to the above, a Joint Communications Plan (section 12.5) has been developed and
will supersede this section where applicable. In general, local residents will maintain access to
Miles McNair and will be able to engage him directly on items directly concerning the BRADI pit.

4

TRAFFIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

A Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) has been performed and is included in Appendix B of the
Application Package. The Executive Summary is repeated below and the full report can be
found within the Application Package. Note the Executive Summary has been updated from
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earlier drafts of this MSDP to account for the changes of yearly extraction rate to between
200,000 tonnes and 300,000 tonnes per year.
4.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FROM TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
This report documents the impacts of traffic associated with the proposed BRADI aggregate
extraction operation approximately 7.5 km north and east of Cochrane City Limits in the SE
quarter of 1-27-4 W5M. The roadway network considered includes:


25% of traffic generated will travel west on Highway 567, utilizing the intersection with
Highway 22 to move aggregate to market.



75% of traffic generated will travel to east on Highway 567 to move aggregate to primary
markets in the Airdrie, Balzac and Beiseker areas.

The Traffic Impact Assessment assumes the mining operation will commence in 2017 and will
continue operations until 2050 [due to Land Use approval in 2017, operation lifetime is updated
to be 2018-2051]. The aggregate is expected to be delivered to market at a rate of up to
300,000 tonnes per year. The facility will operate Monday through Friday, from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and Saturdays from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. The facility will not operate on Sundays or Statutory
Holidays. The majority of the gravel haul for a year’s production will occur between April and
November (80%) each year with peak traffic typically generated in July or August. The pit may
remain in operation throughout the winter, but with significantly decreased hauling
movements.
A summary of the overall impacts due to development is as follows:


A Type IV intersection treatment is recommended for the intersection of the site access and
Highway 567.



As background traffic in the study area is increasing at a faster rate than aggregate
development traffic (which is expected to remain stable throughout the life of the
development), it is anticipated that future improvements to the roadway network
considered will be required in any event, due to background traffic levels.

Overall development impact to the road network is likely to be reviewed as other proposed
developments become apparent and the results of which, beyond 2021, are likely to differ from
those impacts presented in this report.
There are no apparent impacts to the transportation network in the long term due only to
McNair Sand & Gravel Ltd. proposed development.
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4.2 ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC NOTES
The TIA developed for this MSDP considered the impacts from the proposed BRADI pit only.
With the approval of Natural Resource Industrial District Land Use for two other parcels in the
immediate vicinity, a cumulative transportation assessment has been performed and more
details are found in Section 12.3 Joint Transportation and in Appendix B. A combined TIA and
detailed design will be commissioned through the County’s Development Permit Process.

5

GROUNDWATER ASSESSMENT

A Groundwater Assessment has been performed and is included in Appendix C of the
Application Package. The Conclusions and Recommendations from the report are reproduced
below and the full report can be found within the Application Package.
5.1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the 2011 groundwater monitoring confirmed that groundwater at the site is
approximately 13.5 m below ground level. Conservatively, to avoid contact of the local
groundwater system during any site activity, it is recommended to not drill or dig below
approximately 10.0 m below the lowest existing ground surface. [i.e. 1280.5 m ASL]. This
interpretation is based on observed groundwater conditions at the site on June 1, 2011 at the
piezometer locations onsite. The locations of the piezometers were on the lower elevation of
the proposed development. The portion of the site on the upper portion of the site could
potentially have higher groundwater elevations as groundwater at the site can be
topographically controlled. It should be understood that groundwater elevations can fluctuate
during different times of the year and from year to year, groundwater levels can be higher than
observed or predicted. McNair commits to maintaining the 3.5 m [updated to 1 m based upon
new Joint Operating Standards, see Section 5.2 for more information] buffer between expected
groundwater levels and the pit floor, to deal with these fluctuations.
It is recommended that seasonal trends of groundwater elevations be established at the
piezometers to determine if the observed and/or predicted groundwater conditions measured
at the site on June 1, 2011 are reasonable estimates of the high groundwater conditions.
The sand and gravel aquifer in the area has been shown to produce a significant amount of
water if a pit was to expose these saturated sands and gravels based on the volumetric
discharge rates at residential AENV wells. Recent rainfall events and timing of the monitoring
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event, at the time of groundwater measurements, would suggest that highest groundwater
levels should not vary significantly from the measured and predicted values.
The groundwater conditions observed as part of this report were only taken once and it is
strongly advised that since groundwater conditions are highly variable and can vary within short
distances, as observed with a possible perched water table and dry piezometers onsite that
further groundwater elevations be monitored to gain higher confidence in the initial
assessment of groundwater conditions.
5.2 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Through consultation with the other two approved gravel pit land uses in the immediate
vicinity, McNair has agreed to a set of Joint Operating Standards which includes groundwater
standards. This includes discussion regarding the voluntary 1 metre minimum buffer. See
Section 12.2 Joint Operating Standards for additional details.
McNair originally proposed a voluntary 3.5 metre buffer. The change to a 1 metre (minimum)
buffer is to be inline with the Joint Operating Standards of the group and is supported as
outlined in Section 12.2.
McNair will update their Groundwater Assessment as required and will ultimately follow the
recommendations of that study, Administration and Regulations to ensure pit activities remain
at a depth that will not impact the groundwater supply for adjacent and nearby residents.
It is recommended that McNair:
Policy 5.1: Maintain an ongoing groundwater monitoring program by measuring
groundwater levels in the installed piezometers on a regular basis, recording and
analysing the results. It is further recommended that McNair install additional
piezometers as needed as mining activities progress.

6

BIOPHYSICAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

A Biophysical Impact Assessment (BIA) was performed by Ghostpine Environmental Services
Ltd. in the summer of 2014 with a final report completed in January 2015. The BIA document
can be found in Appendix D of the Application Package.
The BIA analyzed impacts to Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs), including:


Vegetation



Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
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Species of Special Status (provincial, territorial, local)



Species at Risk (federal – SARA)



Hydrology, Waterbodies and Wetlands



Fish and Fish Habitat



Topography



Air Quality



Noise



Visual Resources



Human Health and Safety

A number of mitigation measures were proposed for potential impacts to the VECs and, as
mentioned in Policy 3.11, these mitigation measures will be followed.
Appendix F of the BIA summarises:


Potential Biophysical Impacts to VECs



Mitigation and Residual Effects



Analysis of Potential Residual Effects



Analysis of Project Contribution to Cumulative Residual Effects

Key findings from the BIA are:
1. The potential biophysical impacts were low to medium with the majority of medium
impacts being downgraded to low after initial construction activity for each phase.
2. Residual Effects considered not significant due to low magnitude.
3. Contribution to Cumulative Residual Effects considered not significant.

7

NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

A Noise Impact Assessment has been completed. A summary of the conclusions are listed
below and the full report can be found in Appendix E of the Application Package.
7.1 CONCLUSION
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ACI Acoustical Consultants Inc., of Edmonton AB, was retained by Boots Engineering Ltd. on
behalf of McNair Sand & Gravel Ltd. to conduct an environmental noise impact assessment
(NIA) for the proposed BRADI Pit (the Project) in central Alberta. As part of the study, shortterm sound level measurements were conducted on existing industrial noise sources within the
study area. A long-term noise monitoring was also conducted at the nearest impacted
residence to determine the existing noise climate of the study area. In addition, on-site shortterm sound level measurements were conducted at an existing aggregate facility with
equivalent equipment that will be used in the Project. The information from the short-term
sound level measurements (study area and on-site at existing aggregate facility) and from the
noise monitoring were used to generate a computer noise model of the study area under
existing and future conditions (i.e. with the Project operating). The results of the noise model
were used evaluate the noise impact of the gravel pit and the hauling operations on the most
impacted residents within the study area and were completed with an identified benchmark for
industry standards for acceptable noise levels. Site works was conducted for ACI on Tuesday
August 5, 2014. , Monday August 18, 2014 and Thursday August 21, 2014 by P. Froment, B.Sc.,
B.Ed., C.E.T. under the supervision of S. Bilawchuk, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Environmental noise levels from industrial noise sources are commonly described in terms of
equivalent sound levels or Leq. This is the level of a steady sound having the same acoustic
energy, over a given time period, as the fluctuating sound. These Leq in dBA, which are the
most common environmental noise measure, are often given for day-time (0700 to 2200)
LeqDay and night-time (2200 to 0700) LeqNight while other criteria use the entire 24-hour
period as Leq24.
The long-term noise monitoring was conducted at a residence within the study area, located
approximately 610 m southeast of the southeastern border of the extraction area. From this, an
overnight monitoring period was selected based on the weather conditions. The results of the
baseline noise monitoring indicated sound levels of 54.0 dBA LeqDay and, as anticipated, the
noise climate at the receptor location was dominated by traffic noise associated with Highway
567.
A computer noise model of the study area was generated using the short-term sound level
measurements conducted i) within the study area and ii) at an existing aggregate facility.
Results from the long-term noise monitoring were used as a calibration tool to model the
existing noise climate of the study area.
Results of the noise modelling are:
1. Stage 1 Operations: Overburden Removal
a. Noise mitigation is not anticipated to be required
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2. Stage 2 Operations: Crushing
a. Noise mitigation is not anticipated to be required
3. Stage 3 Operations: Hauling
a. Noise mitigation is not anticipated to be required
7.2 DISCUSSION
The Noise Impact Assessment uses best of practice engineering and modelling methods to
determine potential noise related impacts. Due to the distances involved to the nearest
neighbours and the scope of the proposed development, it is noted that, without any additional
infrastructure such as berms, noise levels are within Alberta standards (Alberta Energy
Regulator Directive 038) and no mitigation is required.
Noting the above, McNair continues to propose the use of berms and vegetation to further
reduce noise levels from the proposed operation and to reduce visual impact for neighbouring
residents. Discussions are ongoing between McNair and other aggregate project proponents on
managing the cumulative effects of noise generation amongst all of the proposed projects. Joint
Operating Standards are further discussed in Section 12.2.

8

DISTANCE TO ADJACENT RESIDENCES AND LONG HAUL ROUTES

Distances from the midpoint of the proposed development to the residences that are along
Range Road 40 are estimated as follows:


Residence 1 (located near the intersection of Range Road 40 and Highway 567)
o 730 m



Residence 2 (located north of the proposed development along Range Road 40)
o 1 030 m



Residence 3 and local Veterinarian (located north of the proposed development along
Range Road 40)
o 1 000 m

As discussed, the route to haul gravel will be to proceed directly onto Highway 567 from the
site access and then to travel either east or west along Highway 567 to market.
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GROWTH IN THE AREA

The portion of Highway 567 within 10 kilometres of the proposed development has seen
substantial growth.
Known developments include:


Spring Hill RV Park and Gas Station – NE quadrant, intersection Hwy 22 and Hwy 567



Trailer & RV Sales



Branched Out Nursery (landscaping)



Veterinarian Business (accessed from Range Road 40)



Two Separate Riding Areas



Hillstone Aggregates Gravel Pit



Oilfield Activity
o 19 wells off of 11 pad sites
o 13 of these wells drilled in the last five years
o Appendix F of the application package has further information detailing oil activity in
the immediate area

In terms of traffic, if growth continues at its current pace, this portion of Highway 567 will be a
candidate for twinning within 20 years.
It appears that this particular area is a resource and development corridor with high traffic
volumes generated from outside of the study area. The proposed development will:


Add minimal traffic to the existing background traffic levels. Site access will be through a
Type IV intersection directly onto provincial Highway 567.



Utilise mitigation measures to be good neighbours and keep down dust and noise. Good
aesthetic practices will be followed throughout the life of the development through the use
of a phased plan of extraction and strategically placed berms, trees and shrubbery. Berms
will be covered in soil and vegetated.



Return the parcel to its current zoning of Ranch and Farm district at the end of the
development’s service life.
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Maintain a minimum of a 600 metre buffer for aggregate crushing activities and the nearest
residences.



Continually monitor groundwater



Follow all applicable codes and guidelines including the Code of Practice for Pits, the
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act and the Water Act.

10 BENEFITS TO ROCKY VIEW COUNTY
McNair is committed to continuing a mutually beneficial relationship with Rocky View County
and its residents. In addition, McNair uses local residents and services as much as possible in
their activities and will continue to do so with the operation of the proposed development.
Finally, McNair will make any aggregate products available to the County and its residents.
It is expected that the proposed development will generate at least $1.7 million dollars for
Rocky View County through Aggregate levy fees.

11 REGULATORY RESPONSE AND REQUIREMENTS
11.1 ROCKY VIEW COUNTY REQUIREMENTS
Applications for Gravel Pits in Rocky View County require a land use re-designation through the
MSDP process which, should that be successful, is followed by application for a Development
Permit. Both steps in the process impose requirements and restriction to manage the
development through its life.
11.2 CODE OF PRACTICE FOR PITS
Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development regulates aggregate pits through
the Code of Practice For Pits. Registrations are required, along with a security deposit to reclaim
the pit at any time, for any pits larger than 5 hectares in size. The BRADI Pit will apply for a
registration during the development permit phase.
11.3 WATER ACT
As the proposed development will not extract aggregate within the water table, the Water Act
does not require a formal application and approval. As well, no wetlands or other
environmentally sensitive areas are within the lands proposed for re-designation and
extraction.
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11.4 ALBERTA TRANSPORTATION ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS
Alberta Transportation requires a roadside development permit for all proposed developments
within 300 meters of their right of ways. The development may not utilise the provincial
highway network until this permit has been received.
McNair has conducted a Traffic Impact Assessment for the site and its access to Highway 567.
Alberta Transportation has indicated through a letter to Rocky View County that they support
an intersection at the proposed location for the proposed use. The formal approval will occur
with the application for a Roadside Development Permit.
11.5 PIPELINES AND WELLS
During the installation of the groundwater monitoring wells, Alberta One Call was consulted
prior to digging. Clearance for digging within the proposed development area was given by
Cochrane Lake Gas Co-op. The TriOil Resources pipeline was constructed after the piezometers
were installed.
No other known pipelines and wells are within the proposed development area.

12 CUMULATIVE EFFECTS ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION
The past and future use of the subject lands is ranch and farming. Additionally, the proposed
development (BRADI Pit) is for re-designation of approximately 60% of the quarter section to
allow for gravel extraction. That is, the remaining 40% of the quarter section will remain as
ranch and farming and the Buckley family will continue with ranch activities.
The BRADI Pit has considered many issues in its planning for the area, including the
characteristics of the existing area, relationships with other nearby aggregate extraction project
proponents, traffic, noise dust and the cumulative effects of these activities.
The Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group (Lafarge, McNair Sand & Gravel, Mountain Ash
Limited Partnership) has been formed to address and mitigate these cumulative impacts
through the development of Joint Operating Standards, Joint Transportation, Joint Community
Commitments and a Joint Communications Plan. Details are provided below.
12.1 EXISTING AREA DESCRIPTION
In the immediate area of the proposed development, there is an existing gravel pit (Hillstone
Aggregates) and two additional gravel pit proposals. Lafarge is proposing the Hughes Pit
immediately adjacent to Hillstone Aggregates and Mountain Ash Limited Partnership is
proposing their pit immediately adjacent to the Hughes pit.
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The BRADI gravel pit is directly across Highway 567 from Hillstone Aggregates and the Hughes
proposal and would share frontage with them.
Land use beyond the gravel pit proposals is predominately ranch and farming, however
Highway 567 in this area is becoming a light industrial corridor. There is the increasing presence
of pump jacks from the oil and gas industry as well as a growing light industrial area
immediately to the west with a major service station.
Highway 567 is a major transportation corridor that is growing in use year to year.
12.2 JOINT OPERATING STANDARDS
The Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group (Lafarge, McNair Sand & Gravel, Mountain Ash
Limited Partnership) have determined a set of minimum operating standards as a measure to
ensure consistency among operators and minimize impacts beyond the extraction sites. The
establishment of consistent standards not only upholds best practices for aggregate extraction,
but also helps to reduce cumulative impacts and ensures that the quality of life of adjacent
neighbours is maintained.
Noise
Noise levels generated by the operation will be maintained at or below Permissible Sound
Levels calculated in accordance with the methodologies and guidelines of the Alberta Energy
Regulator’s (AER) ‘Directive 038: Noise Control’. At development permit stage, a revised Noise
Impact Assessment will be submitted to Rocky View County, demonstrating compliance with
the Directive.
Joint sound (and dust) monitoring stations will be installed to ensure the determined noise
standard is being maintained, as discussed in the statement on cumulative impact mitigation. A
Noise Mitigation Plan and Monitoring Program will be submitted at development permit stage
outlining, at a minimum, noise mitigation practices and monitoring intervals and locations.

Air Quality
PM2.5 and PM10 levels will be monitored to ensure compliance with Canadian Ambient Air
Quality Standards (CAAQS) and Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives (AAAQO), respectively.
In order to meet or exceed these standards, PM2.5 levels will remain at or below a 24-hour
average of 28 µg m-3 (CAAQS), while PM10 levels will remain at or below a 24-hour average of
100 µg m-3 (AAAQO).
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The Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group supports the involvement of the Alberta Sand
and Gravel Association (ASGA) in any provincial policy forums on silica.
As detailed in the Joint Community Commitments, the operators will participate in joint dust
mitigation efforts. In addition, joint dust (and sound) monitoring stations tracking wind patterns
and rainfall will be operated to ensure the air quality standards are met. An Emissions Mitigation
Plan and Monitoring Program will be submitted at development permit stage outlining, at a
minimum, dust mitigation practices and monitoring intervals and locations.
Traffic
Participation in the ASGA Truck Registry program (or equivalent) will be required for all
commercially licensed trucks directly controlled by the operator. A Traffic Management Plan
will be submitted at development permit stage. At a minimum, the Plan will include:
1. Measures to control the driving behaviour of aggregate haulers accessing the site and
providing discipline procedures for non-compliance;
o The use of In-Vehicle Monitoring Systems shall be investigated and
implemented, unless it can be demonstrated that the use of IVMS
would not have positive impacts on operations and traffic safety.
2. Proposals to reduce safety conflicts between site traffic and other road users; and
3. Measures to ensure that all vehicles leave the site in a state that will prevent aggregate
materials and other detritus from being deposited on the road/highway network.
o Measures shall include the paving of the internal driveway a minimum length of
100 metres from the highway right of way, with construction to appropriate road
standards.
As discussed in more detail below, a joint intersection will be created for the sites to improve
traffic safety where feasible. Additionally, the intersection upgrades completed for all three
gravel pits will allow the gravel truck traffic to merge onto Hwy 567 safely. The Big Hill Springs
Aggregate Producers Group is committed to constructing an auxiliary lane on Highway 567
connecting both intersections is as an additional safety enhancement, subject to review and
approval by Alberta Transportation.
Also subject to Alberta Transportation approval, the auxiliary lane will be constructed to a
length which allows loaded gravel trucks to reach 85% of the posted highway speed before the
lane ends.
Visual and Landscape
Common berms will be constructed along Highway 567, both to provide a visual barrier and as a
mitigation strategy for dust and noise. Appropriate setbacks from the highway will be
determined based on the Alberta Transportation Roadside Development Permit process and
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Rocky View County standards. Berms will also be constructed as deemed appropriate to reduce
visual impact and meet dust and noise commitments. Berms will be seeded to grass, following
industry best practice.
Attractive site entrances and signage will also be provided to enhance the visual quality of the
landscape.
Groundwater
As a measure to ensure protection of the groundwater, only dry extraction will be permitted
and a minimum buffer of 1 m above the water table will be maintained. Groundwater levels will
be monitored using piezometers to ensure compliance with the Water Act. Individual operators
will work with adjacent neighbours to address any concerns that may arise, while the
Stakeholder Committee will provide a venue to discuss ongoing groundwater monitoring.
A Groundwater Monitoring Plan will be submitted at Development Permit stage, which
measures the impact of the development on groundwater quality and quantity. The submitted
Groundwater Monitoring Plan will provide for remedial actions in the event that identified
trigger levels are breached.
Hours of Operation
Activities will be restricted to the following hours of operation:




Monday to Friday: 7am to 7pm
Saturday: 7am to 5pm
No activity on Sundays or statutory holidays

Reclamation
Reclamation will be completed in accordance with Part 5 of the Code of Practice for Pits, which
sets requirements regarding the conservation of soil and subsoil and the characteristics of
reclamation.
Progressive reclamation is strongly encouraged to ensure that the area of disturbance is
minimized at any given time and post-extraction lands are returned to their former agricultural
state.
As discussed previously and mentioned in Policy, no more than 30 acres will be open at any one
time for gravel extraction activities.
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Monitoring
Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group will collectively monitor noise, dust and
groundwater levels, with monitoring data published on a joint website. Investigation
procedures will be determined for non-compliance and complaints, and a lead from the Group
will be nominated to manage complaints on behalf of the sites. Regular liaison meetings will be
held with appointed residents once a website has been established as a forum to provide
operational updates and provide up-to-date information to residents.
Environmental
The requirements of relevant provincial legislation (Code of Practice for Pits, Water Act) and the
requirements of the County Servicing Standards will be met to ensure that environmental
impacts are minimized.
Erosion and Sediment Control & Stormwater
Erosion and sediment control and stormwater management will be addressed onsite by the
individual operators to meet the requirements of the County Servicing Standards.
Policy 12.1: McNair will adhere to the Joint Operating Standards as outlined in Section
12.2 of the MSDP.
12.3 JOINT TRANSPORTATION
The MSDPs for McNair, Lafarge and Mountain Ash Limited Partnership gravel pit applications
went before Council on July 11, 2017. Additional details were requested through a Motion
Arising. Regarding Transportation, Administration was to work collaboratively with the MSDP
Applicants noted above to:
Review and adapt transportation access and egress to HWY 567 that would maximize
safety and result in a design that would allow loaded gravel trucks to maximize their
speed to safely merge into highway 567’s lanes as determined by RVC engineering and
Alberta Transportation.
The three Applicants, collectively known as the Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group (the
Aggregate Group), commissioned WATT Consulting Group (WATT) to review the adequacy of
the Type IV intersection layout to service the gravel pit operations. This review included traffic
from the existing gravel pit and the Aggregate Group’s proposed gravel pits.
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The WATT letter states:
From the traffic perspective, Type IV [intersections] provides for safe traffic operation
since it ensures that the turns at the intersection are executed without or with minimal
impact on the traffic along Highway 567. It will provide more than adequate capacity to
accommodate expected turning movements.
And further, the WATT letter concludes:
Type IV intersections will adequately support gravel extraction areas.
Alberta Transportation has also provided a letter to Administration regarding the sufficiency of
the proposed Type IV intersections for the proposed gravel pit operations. The Alberta
Transportation letter states:
The location of the access to Highway 567 … [from the proposed Mountain Ash gravel
pit] … is approved and is to be constructed to a “Type IVa” intersection treatment…
The location of the new access to Highway 567 [for the proposed combined gravel
operations intersection] that is 800 metres west of the … [proposed Mountain Ash gravel
pit access] … is approved and is to be constructed to a “Type IVc” intersection
treatment…
These intersection treatments are considered suitable to provide access and egress from
Highway 567 to the gravel operations, with minimal disruption to highway traffic.
The WATT letter and the Alberta Transportation letter are provided in Appendix B, Traffic
Assessment.
It is further noted that at a meeting between Administration, Alberta Transportation and the
MSDP Applicants held on July 20, 2017, Administration confirmed that they have accepted the
proposed intersection locations and Type in theory. Detailed design of the proposed
intersection will be confirmed at the development permit stage. They mentioned that this was
implicit in their recommendation for approval of the proposed Land Use and the related
MSDPs.
The original MSDP submission to the County reflected traffic associated with the McNair BRADI
Pit only. The following discussion includes traffic associated with the three proposed gravel pits
and the existing gravel pit.
Summary of existing traffic and proposed gravel pit traffic:


Highway 567
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o 2 lane paved highway under Alberta Transportation jurisdiction
o 4,670 vehicles per day (Average Annual Daily Traffic)
o 8,500 vehicles per day (volume where highway is a candidate for twinning)
Gravel Operations
o McNair BRADI Pit
 43 loaded trucks – expected average loaded trucks per day leaving pit
o Combined Pit Access (McNair BRADI, Lafarge, Existing pit)
 153 loaded trucks – expected average loaded trucks per day leaving pits
 This includes 60 existing loaded trucks per day from existing pit
o Mountain Ash Pit Access
 50 loaded trucks – expected average loaded trucks per day leaving pit
o Totals from the Aggregate Group’s proposed gravel pits
 143 additional loaded trucks added to Highway 567
 286 vehicles per day – the above number (143) expressed as average
annual daily traffic which includes loaded trucks leaving and unloaded
trucks entering the gravel pits.
 6.1% - traffic volume increase on Highway 567 due to the Aggregate
Group’s expected gravel truck traffic.

It is noted that loaded gravel trucks accelerate at a slower rate than passenger vehicles which
can impact merging with highway traffic. While Type IV intersections have been deemed
appropriate by Rocky View County Administration, Alberta Transportation and the Aggregate
Group’s Engineers, it is understood that the ultimate length of the acceleration lanes is
determined through detailed design.
As noted in the WATT letter:
It should also be noted that an idea to construct an auxiliary lane on the south side of
Highway 567 connecting both intersections has been discussed as an additional option
to provide acceleration distance for loaded trucks on the predominant movement.
The Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group is committed to constructing an auxiliary lane on
Highway 567 connecting both intersections as an additional safety enhancement, subject to
review and approval by Alberta Transportation. Also subject to Alberta Transportation approval,
the auxiliary lane will be constructed to a length which allows loaded gravel trucks to reach 85%
of the posted highway speed before the lane ends. This is an effort to mitigate the cumulative
effects of traffic from the aggregate producers in the area and a commitment to ensure the
safety of vehicles traveling on Highway 567.
In summary, Rocky View County Administration and Alberta Transportation support the
intersection Types and locations in theory. Detailed design of the proposed intersections will be
confirmed at the development permit stage. Alberta Transportation has no issues with the
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additional traffic on Highway 567. The proposed gravel pit operations traffic can be
accommodated through Type IV intersections and the detailed design through the
Development Permit process will ensure the intersections are built with appropriate
acceleration lanes.
12.4 JOINT COMMUNITY COMMITMENTS
Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group is committed to continue to work with our local
stakeholders. Based on previous engagement the group has identified joint measures to
minimize and monitor cumulative impacts for the local area.












The group commits to keeping noise from the on-site operation to levels at or
below Permissible Sound Levels calculated in accordance with the methodologies
and guidelines of the Alberta Energy Regulator’s (AER) ‘Directive 038: Noise
Control’ at the project property line. Notwithstanding the above, occasional
exceedances of the agreed Permissible Sound Levels may occur. Notifications will
be given to neighbours prior to loud work, volumes exceeding the agreed
Permissible Sound Levels.
The group will work to coordinate any loud decibel work, such as stripping and
reclamation.
Operators will work to reduce noises produced at site when possible while still ensuring
the best occupational, health and safety practices.
Start and stop times will be strictly adhered to:
o Monday to Friday: 7am to 7pm
o Saturday: 7am to 5pm
o No activity on Sundays or statutory holidays
Dust control measures will be used and will be based on industry best practices. The
operators will participate in joint dust mitigation efforts. This may include, but is not
limited to: water spraying on crushers, landscaping barriers, calcium chloride, watering
of gravel roads, lowering speed limits within the project boundaries, and other
appropriate methods.
Queueing on a highway is a traffic safety violation. Each operator will work to educate
truckers so there is an understanding that queueing will not be tolerated on the
highway. Operators, where possible, will work with enforcement authorities to ensure
queueing is not tolerated.
Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group will work with Alberta Transportation at the
design phase to discuss relevant local impacts and safety measures for the joint
intersection and traffic design on Highway 567. Mitigation strategies may include:
o Area lighting
o Signage and other roadside indicators
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o Appropriate speed limits
o Improving sight lines
o Climbing lane warrants
The Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group is committed to constructing an auxiliary
lane on Highway 567 connecting both intersections as an additional safety enhancement,
subject to review and approval by Alberta Transportation. This is an effort to mitigate
the cumulative effects of traffic from the aggregate producers in the area and a
commitment to ensure the safety of vehicles traveling on Highway 567.
Each operator will install suitable berms and buffers surrounding the sites to minimize
visual, dust and noise nuisances to adjacent landowners.
Noise and air quality monitoring details will be shared publicly through the Big Hill
Springs Aggregate Producers Group joint website.
Operators will work with adjacent neighbours to share information from the ongoing
groundwater monitoring process.
Big Hills Springs Aggregate Producers Group will adhere to a shared communication
plan. The communications plan will support engagement with neighbouring resident
and businesses.
Policy 12.2: McNair will adhere to the Joint Community Commitments as outlined in
Section 12.4 of the MSDP.

12.5 JOINT COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers Group (BHSAPG) will achieve active communication
with surrounding residents and businesses, supporting open and ongoing dialogue with all
producers and our neighbours.
LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT

General Public
Goal: To provide balanced
and objective information to
a broad audience.
Engagement Tactics
Engagement Contact
Project Website
Yearly Public Event

Residents & Businesses
within 1.5 Mile Radius

Adjacent Neighbours

Goal: To work directly with
Goal: To gather input on the
neighbours to ensure that
project, to establish ongoing
concerns are understood
communications.
and addressed.
Engagement Tactics
Engagement Tactics
Engagement Contact
Engagement Contact
Project Website
Project Website
Yearly Public Event
Yearly Public Event
Stakeholder Committee
Stakeholder Committee
Individual Meetings
Special Mitigation
Arrangements
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I.

BHSAPG will provide an engagement contact number. Residents will be able to report
concerns or questions and expect a quick response from an operator on behalf of the
Producers Group.

II.

A project website will be maintained by BHSAPG to provide information to the
community, including details on cumulative effects management and monitoring such as
noise and dust. The website will also provide residents a feedback mechanism, where
they can ask questions and leave feedback for BHSAPG.

III.

A yearly public event will be hosted on project sites so the community is able to see the
operations firsthand, meet their local business representatives and receive updates on
the projects.

IV.

A volunteer Stakeholder Committee will be formed, inviting residents within a 1.5 mile
radius of the project sites to participate. The Stakeholder Committee will establish:
a. How Committee members wish to be engaged and through what media (in
person meetings, newsletters, email, etc.);
b. How often the Committee wishes to meet or to be engaged;
c. What information the Committee wishes to discuss;
d. A means to resolve future complaints for residents in the 1.5 mile radius; and
e. Any other matter as determined by the Committee.

V.

Regular individual meetings with adjacent neighbours and those most directly impacted
by the operations will be held at Weedon Hall with representatives from each aggregate
producer. These will be held as required either by the projects or the local residents.
BHSAPG is committed to providing relevant project information at the meetings and
responding to neighbour questions with appropriate subject matter experts and topics
such as development permitting, Alberta Transportation, or groundwater monitoring
information.

VI.

Special mitigation arrangements for adjacent neighbours may be required from time to
time over the life of the projects. As part of being a responsible neighbour, members of
the BHSAPG are committed to responding to adjacent neighbour concerns quickly and
appropriately.
Policy 12.3: McNair will adhere to the Joint Communications Plan as outlined in Section
12.5 of the MSDP.

13 COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
McNair has engaged the community through onsite visits to local residences and businesses
and through an Open House Engagement Session held late in 2015.
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This process served to confirm residents’ major concerns and helped to shape this application
and the operation of the proposed BRADI Pit. The phased approach to extraction is a direct
result of McNair’s consultation with the community.
13.1 OPEN HOUSE (PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT SESSION)
On Monday, December 7, 2015, McNair held an Open House Public Engagement Session at
Weedon Hall near the intersection of Highway 567 and Highway 22. The session was held from
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Approximately 21 persons, including Councillor Bruce Kendall attended the
event. More information is found in Appendix G.
13.2 ADJACENT NEIGHBOUR ENGAGEMENT
On Monday, August 14, 2017, an adjacent neighbour engagement session was held at Weedon
Hall. The session was held from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Approximately seven adjacent
neighbours attended along with representatives from the Big Hill Springs Aggregate Producers
Group and Hillstone Aggregates. This engagement session was the first of many as outlined in
the Joint Communications section above. More information is found in Appendix G.

14 SUMMARY OF POLICIES
Policy 2.1: 67 acres of the parcel will remain undeveloped to serve as a buffer area for pit
activities and to provide a base for continuing Ranch and Farm activities.
Policy 2.2: No more than 12% to 18% of the quarter section will be open at any one time for
gravel extraction activities. The remainder will be in continuing use in Ranch and Farm
activities.
Policy 2.3: Final Grading will be as per the Final Grading Plan drawing. Existing drainage will be
maintained.
Policy 2.4: McNair should follow the recommendations of the Groundwater Assessment. At a
minimum, the BRADI Pit will adhere to the Joint Operating Standards as outlined in Section
12.2.
Policy 2.5: Site plan and landscaping will be as outlined in Section 2.3 of the MSDP
Policy 2.6: A Reclamation Certificate will be obtained from Alberta Environment for reclaimed
areas that will no longer be mined.
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Policy 2.7: Reclamation shall occur behind extraction as per the Phase and Berm Plans. No
more than 30 acres will be open at any time.
Policy 2.8: A Reclamation Plan will be submitted when appropriate for the Regulations.
Policy 2.9: An Annual Operations Report shall be submitted to Rocky View County. Details will
be finalised with the County but should include items such as: volumes of stockpiles, tonnage
moved off site, site incidents, noise, air and groundwater monitoring results, updates to plans
and summary of comments/issues/complaints received and the response to those
communications.
Policy 3.1: McNair will work with Alberta Transportation and Rocky View County to upgrade the
existing site access intersection to a Type IV intersection treatment and to install Truck Turning
Signs along Highway 567.
Policy 3.2: Subject to approval by Alberta Transportation, McNair will undertake, or contribute
to, appropriate upgrades to the intersection of Highway 1A/Highway 766 and shall support
Alberta Transportation and Rocky View County in determining the appropriate timing for the
upgrade of the intersection of Highway 567/Highway 22. McNair is also committed to
supporting the implementation of any necessary highway safety improvements along its
identified haul routes as may be identified by the County and Alberta Transportation in any
future development permit applications.
Policy 3.3: McNair will continue to monitor, and install as necessary, groundwater piezometers
(groundwater wells) to map groundwater elevations.
Policy 3.4: McNair will follow all regulations regarding refuelling and hazardous material
storage as laid out by local, provincial and federal authorities.
Policy 3.5: McNair shall complete a Stormwater Management Plan as part of the Development
Permit.
Policy 3.6: Recommendations of the Stormwater Management Plan shall be implemented
through the development permitting process and continuing through the life of pit operations.
Policy 3.7: McNair will follow the mitigation measures proposed in Section 3.5 of the MSDP,
and industry best practices, in order to mitigate noise impacts upon adjacent lands.
Policy 3.8: McNair will stockpile all topsoil, root mass and overburden. Stockpiles will be
vegetated to minimize erosion from wind and water throughout the life of the project.
Stockpiles will be located on high ground or will have diversion channels built around them to
help protect them from surface water erosion.
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Policy 3.9: Dust abatement mitigation measures will be as outlined in Section 3.5 of the MSDP
and industry best practices.
Policy 3.10: An Air Quality Assessment will be performed in the Development Permit Stage.
Recommendations from the study will be followed. The Air Quality Assessment should include
all approved gravel pits in the immediate area.
Policy 3.11: Topsoil and root mass will be salvaged, stockpiled, and redistributed during
reclamation. An appropriate seed mix will be determined with the District Agrologist.
Policy 3.12: McNair will implement the Mitigation Strategies outlined in Table F-2 of the BIA for
the proposed development.
Policy 3.13: Contact information for the proposed development (such as the Operation
Manager) will be available to the public. Concerns and actions will be recorded and reported on
a regular basis.
Policy 5.1: Maintain an ongoing groundwater monitoring program by measuring groundwater
levels in the installed piezometers on a regular basis, recording and analysing the results. It is
further recommended that McNair install additional piezometers as needed as mining activities
progress.
Policy 12.1: McNair will adhere to the Joint Operating Standards as outlined in Section 12.2 of
the MSDP.
Policy 12.2: McNair will adhere to the Joint Community Commitments as outlined in Section
12.4 of the MSDP.
Policy 12.3: McNair will adhere to the Joint Communications Plan as outlined in Section 12.5 of
the MSDP.
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15 CLOSURE
This report has been prepared using the most recently available data and estimates based upon
engineering judgment. It is intended solely for the use of McNair Sand & Gravel Ltd., Rocky
View County and others as authorized by McNair Sand & Gravel Ltd.
Prepared by:

Shane LeBouthillier, P.Eng.
Principal Engineer
Boots Engineering Ltd.

